About Us
Global Voices Ltd is a rapidly expanding translation company with significant plans for growth. We provide translation and interpretation services to a wide range of global organisations throughout the UK, Germany, France, Italy, the US and Denmark.
Our bright, attractive offices are located in Stirling University’s Innovation Park. One of Europe’s most picturesque business centres, we have stunning views of the towering Wallace Monument and the surrounding heather-clad hills.
We are seeking highly motivated web developers, ideally with full stack experience, and with a desire and passion for using the latest technologies to work on the evolution of our new global service.

Duties & Responsibilities
In this role you will play a key part in the overall design process and product evolution, creating new features and not just patching old, using some of the latest and emerging technologies, and using your creativity to the full. Talent and passion rather than number of years working is what matters to us, and if you feel you would be a great fit then let us know.

Person Specification - Skills & Experience

(Essential)
- Familiarity with browser based testing and debugging.
- Demonstrable problem solving skills and analytical thinking.
- Hands on experience with PHP, MySQL
- Up to date knowledge and experience with both HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3
- JQuery / JavaScript (for forms and complex interactions)
- Ambitious, innovative, energetic and a 100% team player
- Passionate about writing clean code
- Active interest in the development industry and upcoming technologies.

(Desirable)
- PHP MVC frameworks
- Proficient with Git and Github version control
- Familiar with responsive and cross browser design (mobile phones, tablets, desktop, Safari, Chrome, Firefox)
- Experience working with RESTful APIs
- Experience with 3rd party APIs
- Experience with NetSuite or any other CRM system.
- Working knowledge of Linux and Windows.
- Appreciation of good UI/UX design principles.
- Atlassian tool set (Jira, confluence, Bit bucket, Bamboo)
- Experience of using OOP design practices or eagerness to learn.
- Knowledge of other programming languages is always beneficial.

Contact: hrm@globalvoices.co.uk